IKAR 2019 Zakopane
Search and rescue dogs
Crevasse-search
Imboden Philipp

- Dog-Trainer
- Instructor for:
  - Avalanche dogs
  - Area search dogs
  - Mantrailing
KWRO Organisation-144

5224 Km2
341400 Peoples
SAR DOGS

- Avalanche (45)
- Crevasse (7)
- Area-search (10)
- Mantrailing.
- Oktober 2019
Avalanche Dogs

- Levels
- A
- B
- C
Areasearch
Bringsel work
Tactics area
Tactics trail
Mission ready test

- 4.5h Test of the dog and the doghandler.
- 2 sections areasearch of 400 height meter.
- 1 trailsearch of 1.5km
Mantrailing
New project KWRO, since 2018
Crevasse-search
Crevasse-search

Level «B».

- How to work on the glacier.
- Rope technology.
- Equipment.
Team-work
The Swiss SAR dog harness
Barking-diggin-sit and stay....
See separate video link:

20191011-1430-DOG_Search_with_Rescue_Dogs_for_People_in_Crevasses_Philipp_Imboden_KWRO-VIDEO